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Meeting Minutes 

Kekaha Host Community Benefits Fund 
Meeting No. 55 

Kekaha Neighborhood Center, Kekaha, Kauai, HI 
July 21, 2014 

Meeting Time:  6:00 pm – 9:00 pm 
 

CAC Attendees Present: Chair, Bruce Pleas; Vice-Chair, Tony Ricci; Secretary; Evelyn Olores, Myra Elliott, Stan Lazaro, Thomas 

Nizo  
Excused Absent: Big Boy Kupo and Robert Jackson 

Non-Voting Members Present:  Yvonne Hosaka 

Agenda Item Minutes Action 

I.  Call To 

Order/Roll Call 

Meeting Called to order by Chair Bruce Pleas.   

Evelyn Olores - Roll Call:  Present:  Bruce Pleas, Tony Ricci, Robert 
Jackson, Evelyn Olores, and Stan Lazaro 

Absent:  Thomas Nizo, Big Boy Kupo and Myra Elliott (Excused) 

Meeting Called to order at 

6:15 pm 

II.  Approval of 
Agenda 

Tony Ricci moved to approve the agenda.  Seconded by Stanley Lazaro.  
No discussion. 

Motion to approve Agenda.  
All in favor.  Motion passed 

unanimously. 

III.  Public 
Testimony 

At this time we will take public testimony and we’d like to let everybody 
know that if you have any comments outside of the presentation and 

wish to present testimony, please raise your hand, we’ll let you come 

forward to speak.  During the presentations, I’d like to keep that solely to 
the presenter so if you have any questions during that time please write 

them done and when the presenter is done you may come forward at 
that point.  Ok.  We’re done with that.  New Business.  

No Public Testimony 

New Business a.  Presentation and Discussion - Project Proposal – Kauai Nui Kuapapa Project Proposal 

 

Bruce Pleas Please come forward 

Keao Ne Smith 
and Randy 

Wichman 

Aloha Kakou.  No Kekaha, Elepaio Road.  I’m very happy to present Kauai Nui Kuapapa which many of 
you have probably already seen around the highways.  This project involves signage on Kaumualii, Kuhio 

Highways on Kauai to recognize the entrance points to the five moku on Kauai and there is also a moku 
sign for Niihau.  What we will be doing here tonight is giving you an overview of this project.  Essentially 

Kauai Nui Kuapapa is a memorial to King Kaumualii and so instead of having for instance a statue which 

is also a good idea, we’re actually using the landscape of Kauai as the memorial to King Kaumualii.  King 
Kaumualii died in 1824 at the age of about 46 or so what we’re doing is looking to memorialize King 

Kaumualii through recognizing the moku borders as they were during his time period.  What you see 
here on the screen are the six logos that we created for the six moku of the Kauai Kingdom which what 

you would say as Kauai County today.  Number six being Niihau as an island and also a moku.  You will 

see in each a plant and a sea creature because in Hawaiian tradition, we always pair mauka – makai so 
something from land, something from sea because we live off of both.  The general overall message 

here is conservancy.  Take care of these things.  Observe the lahui or kapu whenever it’s time not to 
touch these things we don’t touch these things so they can thrive.  And when we touch these things, we 

teach our kids how to live off the land and then we honor our kupuna by doing these things.  Real quick, 
the yellow is for Puna.  Puna is the halfway bridge to Anahola and the plant on top is I’e I’e which is a 

type of native plant, it’s a vine and it has area roots which you take to and use to make cordage 

especially to lash homes and so forth and it’s also very important in the hula tradition.  The fish is Moi 
and the thing about the puna is that area is where Wailua is situated and way back in the old days that 

was one of the two government seats on Kauai in the Kauai Kingdom and just as a reminder, Kauai 
Kingdom, Kauai County is comprised of four islands.  Ka’ula, Niihau, Lehua which in the papa and wakea 

tradition they were triplets.  They were born at the same time on the same day and then there’s Kauai 

which is also born to papa and wakea.  So Wailua, you have the association to Ali’i and that’s why you 
have the color yellow.  It reminds you of the Ahaula that they wear, the helmets that they wear.  I’e I’e, 

the name of the channel between Kauai and Oahu, Ka‘ie‘iewaho , again, that’s another connection to the 

I’e I’e, the fish is moi which reminds us of the word Mo’i which is the king.  Again, it draws attention to 
the government sea.  The purple in the middle which is Ko’olau which is the area from about Anahola to 
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about Kilauea. The plant association is the flower of Kokoloau which is a medicinal plant, the fish is the 

ula, a lobster which reminds us, there lifecycle is very sensitive and if we take care of Ula populations 

then we’re always ensured food for our future generations.  The Green is Halele‘a that’s from Kilauea to 

Ke’e Beach.  The plant is a native Lauwa’e which is a rare endangered plant so it reminds us to take care 

of these things.  The fish is Akule, which we have lots of Akule and it’s easy to abuse the populations 

even though there are plenty so there is something that is rare, something that is common put together 
and that should remind us to take care of these things.  The blue is Napali.  Olona is the plant.  It’s 

another plant that’s used to make very strong cordage right when Captain Cook guys were around.  They 
exchanged ropes for our Olona rope because it was better than theirs and it was raised all over Napali.  

The fish is Honu because of its kind of a success story about how some of the numbers kinda depleted 

back in the 60’s , 70’s and now then it came back again these days.  The red is Kona and that’s where 
we are here.  That’s from Polihale to half-way bridge.  The plant is Niu.  From about Waimea Hospital 

today, to about Polihale was a huge coconut grove, and here in Kekaha, it was called Kaunalewa and 
that name Kaunalewa which refers to the coconut grove here in Kekaha appears in many chants, many 

hula and so this is a memorial to what used to be here.  It was a sugar cane industry, the sugar industry 
that mowed down the coconut grove to plant sugar cane and now it’s gone so this is a way to capture 

that memory and bring it back.  The fish is papio because the area between Polihale and Nohili is called 

Papiohule, that’s where Queens Pond is and it’s a last spot to see the sunset and it’s a direct reference to 
the ocean, Papiohule.  And then Niihau is the Uala, sweet potato and the fish is opihi. Both of these 

things cling firm to the earth just like the people of Niihau and Kauai here, Kekaha, this westside has the 
biggest population of Niihau, more than even on Niihau and so we want to be sure to embrace the 

Niihau community here.  So, Kauai Nui Kuapapa is the name of the project.  They sub-title to our project 

is talking about our island.  So what we want to inspire is conversation about Kauai.  About our place 
names, our history, our culture and one of the over aching ideas is that our unique identity for Kauai is 

our economic basis.  So people come to Kauai for Kauai.  People use to come to Kekaha because of 
Kekaha Beach but obviously we have a problem here that needs to be looked at some more so that’s a 

deep concern for Kauai and Kekaha in particular because there is discussion that the loss of this beach 
can be looked at as cyclical, it happens in cycles, but it also can be looked at as damage from the 

development of Kikiaola Boat Harbor as well.  The recent things so we want to get people talking about 

these things and curious.  These are the signs that you see on the highway, on the side of the highway, 
and you will see them at the entrance points at each of these moku.  Notice the sign for Niihau.  You will 

find this sign at McArthur Beach Park.  Through this project as I stated earlier, we’re looking to revive the 
traditional names of all these places.  There was no need ever for us to ever create the name, Davidson 

Beach or Inters because names already exist.   Inters, that’s Ko’opueo, Davidsons, that’s Kaunamano and 

in front there are four or five other beach names just here between Ko’opuea and Kaunamano for 
instance, this right over here directly outside of us here, that beach name is Painawa’a.  Painawa’a is a 

place where you land canoes.  So we can imagine, perhaps it’s true that sometimes the sand goes away, 
but the fact that the name of this spot is a spot where you land canoes, obviously you cannot land the 

canoe right now because of where the rocks right now because you going get smashed.  So that should 
generate some discussion as to why we lost our beach and not only lost our beach, but the potential for 

millions of dollars of income for our Kekaha businesses.  These are the moku in simple form.  You’ll 

notice for Niihau, we included Kaula.  We cannot ever forget Kaula, it’s being bombed at the moment.  
That should never have happened in the first place.  It was excluded from the northwest island exclusion 

zone that was created including Niihoa and those other islands.  When Kaula was addressed, it was the 
military that demanded that it be taken away from that consideration so that they could continue 

bombing it but we cannot forget that this is a sister island.  There were born as triplets.  So this is one 

consequence of what we hope to inspire for Kauai people.  And on Kauai, as you see there are five moku 
and we’ll have a little bit about some discussions as to the borders because that did involve a lot of 

discussion, research and there is still some questions there but for the most part, we feel confident about 
choosing these borders that represent King Kaumualii time.  We’re not interested in the latest data that 

the State of Hawaii puts out.  We’re interested in honoring King Kaumualii and that time period.  So 

laying the foundation, once again, these are the signs.  Randy Wichman, here to my right and I as well 
as some others that we choose to work with have been very busy over the past two years doing lots of 

research.  Looking at lots of maps and lots of documents, Hawaiian language newspapers of the 1800’s 
and other Hawaiian language documents that actually tells stories about this moku so this is what 

inspired the logo, the colors, the look and so forth.  We have a website that is dedicated to the project.  
It’s still in development, it’s not complete, there’s still a lot of information to be added to the website and 

the reason you’re seeing the sign Kona there you see the Niu up on top, the papio on the bottom.  The 
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color association is red because of the red dirt, the west side of Kauai has the most red dirt as you drive 

around.  Especially Waimea Canyon and that’s what we wanted to bring about.  Niihau over here, the 

color is a tan color.  We wanted an earthy type color because Uala of course is a plant that grows in the 
earth.  The people are very connected to the earth because of the lack of moderate conveniences over 

there so it felt very appropriate.  We did have some input from some of the people from Niihau as to the 
look, the design and the color and that was very satisfying.  We ended up whereas, as you see here, the 

Niihau sign, the Uala, the leaf on top, some people had a hard time distinguishing it so we actually 
changed it so this is the new sign and this is more distinguishable as Uala as the plant on top and we 

will, the sign that you see at McArthur Park at Ko’opueo is this one here because when it came time for 

the ceremony on May 30th, when we unveiled the signs , we received input that helped us to change the 
look for this but there wasn’t enough time to get it done before that day.  So it is being developed right 

now and when it arrives, we’ll actually go back to McArthur park to change that sign.  And so, we have 
the variety of a Native variety and it was important to us that it wasn’t the Okinawan sweet potato that 

we’re putting on to the sign so it was important to us to get native varieties only.  Opihi, very important 

because Kauai people, we love our fish, we love opihi, often times Kauai people voyage off to Niihau and 
take opihi which opihi is food but we need to respect Niihau.  It’s not Niihau’s fault that Kauai no mo 

opihi, so we don’t just go to another island and take all their opihi.  We need to respect these kinds of 
things. 

Phase I which was two years ago, was the research that was needed to determine where the moku 
boarders are.  Phase II, is putting up the moku signs and that’s the phase that we are in right now.  

Phase III is coming up next year and that is a curriculum development phase where we’re actually going 

to design school curriculum, Kindergarten to 12th grade based on Kauai Nui Kuapapa. Based on these 
moku designations and also the ahupuaa.  By December of this year, we’ll also have Ahupuaa signs up.  

Now you see the colors of the moku there, there’s conflicting data information as to how many ahupuaa 
there are and also how many Ili there are.  Ahupuaa are subdivisions of the moku and Ili are subdivisions 

of an ahupuaa.  For instance, some information, some maps they indicate perhaps 90, some ahupuaa, 

others say 50, we’ve kind of settled on the number 54 because that number seems to repeat itself at 
least a few times.  We’re also very open to input from the community. If there is substantial data 

information that we should have, we have zero problems with digging up a sign and moving it.  So, it’s 
completely open, we invite the community to participate, especially the kids.  Whereas we created a logo 

for the moku, we’re asking the kids from the schools, we will be asking the kids when that time comes to 
participate in perhaps a competition to design for their ahupuaa and that type of things.  We also want 

to engage our high school kids in developing an app that will be useful for smart phones and such.  That 

capitalizes on their ahupuaa for instance. Another thing is inter-active signs which are signs at pull over 
stations across the island on the highway for instance, like Hanapepe Valley lookout, will be one spot 

where you pull over and there is an interpretive sign both in the Hawaiian language and also in English 
and the information is not necessarily the same because you don’t necessarily have to share the same 

information in Hawaiian as you do in English.  Also we want to honor Kauai as the only place left in the 

world where we have a true native speaker community left in the entire world of Hawaiian speakers.  It 
doesn’t exist on Oahu and anywhere else.  Everybody else have to go to school to learn how.  Over here 

we have people who have been speaking it for centuries.  And so we have interpretive signs we have 
planned.  And for Kona which is here in Kekaha, our moku here, very soon we will be getting started 

with our first interpretive sign and then for Kekaha, Kekaha is the best place, position to be able to 

highlight and talk about Niihau because Niihau is just here and also Na Pali because we actually take 
stewardship, the west side people take stewardship of Napali.  A big part of Napali and the northshore 

also takes stewardship of Napali too so that’s where we come together to take care.  For Kekaha, we 
already have for McArthur Park which is Ko’opueo the moku sign is there.  We also plan to have an 

interpretive sign there to talk about some of the general information about Niihau and then again we 
have the curriculum that we have planned for Kekaha school and we want to work with Kekaha faculty 

on the curriculum as well.  So this is Kona, this is where we are, we would love if local business would 

take this logo and use it as branding on their products and services.  The schools take this and use that 
as well on their gear, for their shirts and other stuff.  Would be awesome, for instance for the 4th of July 

celebration like how we use to have small kid time over here but also have an aspect of those 
celebrations feature Kona as a moku as a logo as a branding to help us encourage those with our 

identity as Kona people as west side people.  This is an earlier map that I’ll let Randy talk about.  So 

Randy is one of the best experts in all of Hawaii in the area of maps, history, culture, and so I’ll be 
turning it over to Randy Right now. 

Randy Wichman Aloha everyone.  We’ll quickly go over some of the background material so we’re not going to spend a lot 
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of time.  All of the material that you’ll see is available on DAGS website.  Department of Accounting and 

General Services Survey Division.  So we’re pulling that material from here that’s accessible to anyone 

who has a computer who can go onto their website.  Once you get the finding index, you’ll find maps 
from this island from the 1820’s to pretty much recently.  This one being one of the oldest ones here 

from 1820.  You can see they are still using the T’s and the R’s in the language here for us.  That 
changes about 10 years later.  This is a little close up up here of your west side, you see how they mis-

spelled Kekaha “Kataha” so it would be Kekaha if we go back to the original way that it’s pronounced.  
This one here is an Emerson Map.  Right here some useful information.  This is the 1878 Kittredge.  

Again the west side section you can see where some of the old ponds and the white lands that use to go 

from Waimea over to Polihale.  Already by then things are shifting.  This one here is the 1903 Don map.  
Again when you start to enlarge all of this, you can see lots of information.  You can see how Don took 

from the 1978 Kittredge Here is a 1891 Francis Gabe. He does a lot of mapping for the west side here.  
Here you’ll see Mana plains and when you start to increase into it where we are here you can see all of 

the names of the ridges here.  All of the names within the flats itself right here.  In order to understand 

Kekaha is an Ili in the Ahupuaa of Pokiikauna.  So we are in the Ahupuaa of Pokiikauna in the Ili of 
Kekaha.  The one next over to it is the Ahupuaa of Waiawa, the ahupuaa of Mana, then the ahupuaa of 

Miloli’i.  Coming back this side towards the river mounth you have the way Waimea comes in.  Waimea 
eventually a little bit later on begins to encompass the entire Kona coast and is no longer divided.  

Waimea goes all the way from Polihale to Half-way bridge.  But our focus here tonight is this area here, 
So you can see the richness of the plains that are coming out of there and also, and the idea that all of 

these lands in the Mahele itself were designated as crown lands.  So here is a list of it.  The Kekaha 

Pookii, Mana, Milolii, Nuololo, Waiawa, are all originally crowned lands.  Here’s the detailed map itself 
right here, and then now we have quite a bit of information. Now we’re coming right into the area of 

Kekaha.  Here you see the name Kekaha coming all the way across and encompassing the bridges 
behind whereas in the other one, you saw it coming into a certain line into an Ili itself.  Again, Pookii is 

clearly marked and so is Waiawa right there and the borders of Pokiikauna and Waimea are quite 

interesting.  Again, we’re right next to the largest Ahupuaa on this island by far.  Again, a huge amount 
of information that we can go into this whole sector right here to give you an idea.  A lot of it and one of 

the primary source that we’re using is FB Whitman place names.  He did all the legends, all the place 
names and if you’re familiar with his work.  He has an unpublished manuscript of place names that he’s 

worked on his entire life.  It’s well over a thousand pages and thousands of names and their explanations 
and the translations to it.  It’s one of our primary documents and it’s in the process of publishing it.  

Again, the way we share our boundaries at Makaweli and also Pokiikauna right there.  Waimea goes all 

the way up into Kanoholohulu which is the meadow up there, and there’s a rock right above it called 
Pohakuwa’a wa’a.  And at that particular point you have Waimea, Pokiikauna, you have Milolii, Nuololo 

and Kalalau all coming up to that central rock.  Again, when you start to look at the cultural landscaping 
and we’ll be laying that out, we have numerous Heiau’s which names have been out of use and needs to 

be re-established.  Here you have your City of Refuge right in the front over here.  You have really 

important landscapes.  The reference to sacred sands is no accident.  The Pokiikauna, lots of people 
think that Kekaha is a Ahupuaa, but it’s not. It’s an Ili inside of it.  Now you can see some of the olelo 

references to Pokiikauna right here.  There’s a beautiful olelo no eau directly related to here.  We also 
have all of the place names.  We have a place name, Puu Niihau, Pu’u Pahoa.  All of these form some of 

the borders there. 

Keao NeSmith Also through the literature from Hawaiian language newspapers, we learned a lot through mele.  The full 
name of Kekaha is, Kekaha o mana.  It’s a stream or ditch.  So Kekaha o mana is the full name of 

Kekaha and it talks about its connection to mana which is really just that way of us.  We have all of these 

things that we would love to share with the Keiki and families from around here.  We have more to share 
but we are trying to rush because I know you might have some questions for us and also from everyone 

in the community so we’d love to hear from you guys. 

Bruce Pleas Ok  I will open it up for discussion.  Public Testimony welcomed as well. 

Dennis Eguchi – 

Public Testimony 

So this Ahupuaa system, Who do you guys represent? 

Keao NeSmith Nobody 

Dennis Eguchi Nobody? 
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Keao NeSmith Yea. 

Dennis Eguchi Ok cause “inaudible” from NOA, “inaudible” Dante is proposing to divide up this island into different 
mokus yea, and I think they’ve done it along with the state and she sits next to William Aila and so, I 

don’t understand what you guys are trying to do cause they already have something in the process also. 

Keao NeSmith Mahalo and yea.  That’s not the only one.  There’s a couple others.  There’s the Ahu Moku which is also 
affiliated with the State.  They’re interested in the latest data because they commission GIS and so forth 

and the State has their certain set of data, we’re not interested in their set of data, we’re interested in 
honoring King Kaumualii. The borders we’re looking to do is in the 1824’s and then since that time, 

borders have shifted and so they’re interested in another set of data that we’re not interested in 

necessarily.  So we’re not looking into doing the same thing so they continue to do their thing because 
they are not doing the same thing that we’re doing. 

Randy Wichman There is also three data sets.  One is a time of Manokalani Po which is during the 1400’s.  He was a 

great chief on this island.  He was the one who institutionalized the Ahupuaa and Moku system as read 
back into the government and things like that.  One generation later, the other islands did that.  So one 

time period would be 1400’s to 1823, 1824.  The second time period is the Kingdom of Hawaii, they 
introduced the second phase of data as is changing things.  The Ahupuaa and Moku borders were 

changing.  Then the third set of data which is provisional government.  The overthrow. So we have 

Provisional government, we have territories, and then we have the State right there.  Well, everyone 
made changes.  So does the kingdom of Hawaii. There were important changes there.  The overthrow, 

there was other important changes from there as well, Territory made changes and so did the state in 
the way that they reapportioned all the borders to boating districts and moved away from the traditional 

borders right there.  Our idea is to go back to the original traditional borders which were the original 

cultural borders at that time which does not reflect the kingdom of Hawaii and the provisional 
government. There are, when you follow the information, you can see how it’s shifting and changing 

right there.  Our idea was not essentially to take what was done in recent times but to go back to the 
original cultural border.  It was only from a cultural stand point that they’re there, not to shift anything 

else that was done because it was all done through a clear line that you can follow through.  Our idea is 
to just stick within the traditional Kauai borders 

Dennis Eguchi Ok So the original concept from what I understand for any Ahumoku is that it’s community based right?  

So say the community of Kekaha decides what their needs are, they go to their elected representative, 

propose it and then it goes up the island representative then they go to supposedly the state meeting 
with the representatives.  What’s different with you guys one, I don’t understand. 

Randy Wichman One thing. Of course you know, In the idea of the moku itself.  When you live in a moku, this is all 

traditional stuff and it all still applies today in that, your area of responsibility, you know you live in this 
moku right here and then you live within this Ahupuaa.  In those days, it’s essentially going back to the 

idea of where is your sense of responsibility, where is or do you have a say in a sense so you belong to 
the moku Kona, you belong to the Ahupuaa of Pokiikauna, anything having to do within that Ahupuaa 

itself is yours.  It is not for Waimea, it is not for me in Haena to tell Pokiikauna what can and cannot 

happen.  It puts the responsibility of the stewardship and the caretaking and the resources to the people 
itself who live in it.  The Ahamoku is still trying to do the same thing yea, they still trying to build upon 

that same idea in carving out the areas of responsibilities. 

Keao NeSmith Hold on. Hold on.  We’re not going that far.  We’re not appointing Konahiki, we’re not gathering Kekaha 
to make those determinations ours is only boarders.  Moku, somebody can who might know more can 

correct me.  I’m somewhat familiar with Ahamoku but not really, this project is not interested particularly 
with appointing a Konahiki or getting Kekaha to appoint one.  That’s not what we’re doing.  It’s just a 

memorial for King Kaumualii it’s not politically motivated.  It’s just a memorial and that’s it.  So, now if 

people from Kekaha want to do that and if they got the idea because they saw the sign, then wow, I’m 
proud and I would love to help but that wasn’t what we thought.  That would be entirely separate from 

this project. 

Dennis Eguchi So, so Presley Juan down in Haena, Hanalei near Limahuli gardens, they’ve done a closure in the area. 
So you guys open for something like that. 

Randy Wichman Absolutely.  We were instrumental in helping Presley Juan, the Chandler family, the Haumea’s, all of 

them in essentially being able to identify within their fisheries, the nature of their kuleana that needs to 
happen.  What year, for example, they would say, for one year, aholehole, can we just leave it alone. So 

it started the first one in the whole island that set the model for everyone else to create that internal 
preserves and that’s important that we follow through on this island faster than the other islands 
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personally because we have a chance to save our… 

Dennis Eguchi Well, the reason I inquiring is because we had a conversation with Presley and because there’s a closure 
in your area and there’s no Opihi picking for five years, it’s actually going to add pressure to the 

resources to our side of the island now and so we were kinda looking at it where we could do everything 
simultaneously instead but we only heard about the project recently so maybe you guys can clue us in 

because we need to protect ours too. 

Keao NeSmith Mahalo and again, that’s outside the parameter of this project because that’s nitty gritty stuff that we’re 
not interested in.  But, it affects action by the community, then, all the better, we’re willing to support. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  Anyone else from the public?  Ok.  You mentioned locations for the where the interpretive signs 

would go.  You mentioned Hanapepe Lookout for one for the Kona area, where would the second one be 

located for the Kona area? 

Keao NeSmith Ko’opueo, and actually, there would be two, well several.  Up Koke’e and that one would highlight Niihau 

because of the best views of Niihau there. 

Bruce Pleas Ok So the Niihau one would be on top of Koke’e. 

Keao NeSmith Ni’ihau gets two.  Koke’e and then where the moku sign is here in Ko’opueo here in Kekaha and then we 

have others that are outside of Kekaha. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So in Kekaha one. 

Keao NeSmith Yes. 

Bruce Pleas One interpretive sign.  And you had 13 signs for the Ahupuaa? 

Keao NeSmith Ahupuaa, no, 54. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  How many in Kekaha would there be? 

Keao NeSmith Let me see.  Kekaha is an Ili so the Ahupuaa that we’re in is Pokiikauna.  So Pokiikauna, many of the old 

people to still remember because of the plantation it was functioning, actually used these terms.  There 

was actually a village over there so some of the old people in Kekaha remember these names.  Part of 
the research that we are still doing is determining where those borders are so again, we’re looking at 

several maps.  These maps don’t agree so I can’t answer the exact number. 

Bruce Pleas So when you return, it would be nice to know fairly much a ball park number from the harbor to the end 
of town. 

Keao NeSmith Probably only two, because this is all Pokiikauna and then there’s some more as you go further out that 

way. 

Bruce Pleas Ok. 

Keao NeSmith Oh and Waiawa  because Waiawa is part of Kekaha too. So Waiawa is just next of more where the 

shrimp farm is.   

Bruce Pleas Our discussion throughout this is the residential area of Kekaha is the footprint we’re looking at to 
benefit.  So, I need the information in that footprint.  How many signs? 

Keao NeSmith Just in the residential area, zero because Pokiikauna is that way of Kikiaola and it ends here at the end of 

Kekaha.  So Kekaha, this is an Ili of the Ahupuaa.  We’re not doing Ili signs just Ahupuaa signs 

Bruce Pleas That’s just the information that we need to know because we kinda have a commitment to the 

community to keep it in Kekaha.  In the residential area. 

Keao NeSmith Ok. 

Bruce Pleas Thank you for all the information.  It was very enlightening and I learned a lot and I look forward to 

getting access to all those maps you have. 
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Tony Ricci How you doing sir? 

Keao NeSmith Aloha 

Tony Ricci Very nice presentation.  When you referenced merchandise, are you referencing like the usage of your 
signage like you mentioned as integrating into other west side whatever.    

Keao NeSmith Yes 

Tony Ricci Ok. Now with the school program, have you spoken to DOE or the principals of the schools and how that 

would work. 

Keao NeSmith Not necessarily.  We haven’t reached that point yet.  We barely even scratched the surface of phase 3 
yet because we’re very busy with phase 2. 

Tony Ricci So the $30,084 is for exactly what?  Is it part of the education program you’re trying to develop? 

Keao NeSmith Yes.  It is partly signage and also part of the curriculum.  Because the curriculum for the whole project is 

probably the most expensive part because we also have website design and it’ll be interactive with the 
signs.  There’s a coding on the interpretive signs that will activate an app on the smart phones which will 

activate a particular video that tells you about the wind names, rain names, history and economy of this 
area. 

Tony Ricci Yea cause I see your budget part here.  Now the school, I mean the, is there other funding on top of this 

$30,084.  Is there additional funding coming from other entities? 

Keao NeSmith Yea the County of Kauai has been super supportive and we’re very happy with the level of support that 
we have been receiving from the County level.  Other sources have been local and not at the State level.   

Tony Ricci Is this dollar amounts? 

Keao NeSmith Yes.  Dollar amounts and in-kind. 

Tony Ricci So what is the County giving?  

Keao NeSmith For phase 2, it was maybe $40,000 for signage part. 

Tony Ricci So this is just a supplement to assist with that part. 

Keao NeSmith Yes because we’ve exhausted that already 

Tony Ricci Right. And then, these are just my notes. Um, so out here, you wouldn’t like be naming the beaches? 

Keao NeSmith No I mean, the reason this project began in the first place was because when I was a kid growing up 
over here, we would always go to inters and talking among our friends we camped around the beach 

and we always wondered why is it called inters?  What’s the real name of this place?  It started from 
local conversations among ourselves and then it developed into ideas as I grew older then finally I had 

the opportunity to meet the Mayor and through this out to him.  He took it right away.  He had his 

people contact me within days to pursue this particular project so the level of support has been really 
enthusiastic.  Oh I’m sorry, I didn’t finish my thought because you were talking about naming beaches.  

And so, that’s how it started.  I was thinking initially, I want the names up there you know Ko’opueo, I 
want that up there but because there would be 4 or 5 names across this one stretch, I kinda moved 

away from that because I’m not a huge fan of signs so I kinda wanted to minimize the footprint on the 
ground kind of a thing, so what we’re gonna do instead is put that information on our website and plus if 

you put them here, the waves will probably bust them down anyway.  

Tony Ricci Ok.  Thank you 
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Keao NeSmith Mahalo Nui 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So you mentioned having the names on your website.  It’s a good idea and I agree with signs but 
there is walking trails now on this island and people do walk down here quite a bit.  You know I think a 

signage for those places would be nice and you mentioned that you talked to the Mayor about this and 
I’d like to remind people that about 10 years ago when Joann Yukimura did pass legislation.  Signs were 

supposed to have been changed already.  

Keao NeSmith Yea.  When I presented to the County Council, she actually mentioned it.  She said, 10 years ago I 
proposed that and I actually remember that but I wasn’t this involved back then and she congratulated 

us for this effort and she also mentioned that what we have envisioned here goes above and beyond 

what she imagined and that came from her herself.  She’s one of our biggest fans next to the Mayor. 

Bruce Pleas Yea.  I try when I go to beaches try to figure out what they are and I’d really like to know what 
“inaudible” for each canal really is because that was a stream “inaudible” and I’ve asked and you know. 

Keao NeSmith Yea.  We weren’t thinking of doing signage for footpaths but you know, everything’s on the table why 
not, but like for instance the Kalalau Trail, you’re passing through a couple of wa’a between Ke’e and 

Kalalau but we don’t want to put signs on Kalalau trail but we do have and we have been working with 

DLNR with smaller, miniature things that can be embedded in a rock so it matches with the environment.  
If Kekaha really wants these kinds of signs for these walking paths similar to what Waimea has going on, 

why not but we didn’t think that detailed yet. 

Bruce Pleas Any other questions?  Ok.  Thank you. 

Keao NeSmith Mahalo Nui. 

Bruce Pleas We’ll just be a minute so Yvonne can get the next segment loaded up. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  New Business b. 

New Business  b.  Presentation and Discussion - Project Proposal – Waimea Baptist Church – Radio Station 
 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  We are recording you guys so make sure you pass the mic around and so we can hear you and the 
community can read everything that’s being said. 

Tony Ricci It’s also part of how she can get the minutes in the recording ok so it’s really important. 

Bruce Pleas The floor is yours.  Be my guest. 

Ron Olen We gave you some additional information.  A revised budget which is actually a little lower from the 
original budget.  I’d like to introduce the people seated here, George Talbot, he is the chief operator and 

part of the package I gave you explains what the chief operator does he’s a licensed engineer and a 
member of the board of directors at the church.  And Mac here, you probably already all know Mac, he’s 

an electrician, he lives in Kekaha and a member of the board of the church and pastor James.  We also 

have some representatives from our key partnership, Child and Family Services, Nana’s house and they 
would like to say some things about their involvement and Felicia Cowman who is our operational 

consultant and she would like to address you also. 

Mac Mac, also known as Coach Mac of the West side wrestling club, and electrician and I know a lot of people 
here, I wired a lot of your homes.  Myra’s not here, I wired her house, Kupo’s not here, I wired his 

house, Bruce’s home a long time ago, worked with Tony here in the construction district and I am the 
founder of the west side wrestling club and I’d like to explain how that all ties in because that is one of 

the social ministries of the Waimea Baptist Church.  The Waimea Baptist church is owned by the Hawaii 

Pacific Baptist church convention.  It is a 501c3 organization and so, my social ministry at the church is 
the wrestling club and our hallmark achievement for this community was 2 years ago we a,  finally after 

23 years of effort we got high school established for the first time at Waimea High.  When Waimea High 
School, a I wore a wrestling shirt here today as well, that is also my lifetime achievement, so anyway, 

my son has something to say when he spreads my ashes out there in Polihale.  So we have many social 

ministries at the church also many of you I’m sure are aware of the Waimea Baptist pre-school is a 
hallmark in the community, a lot of the community children have graduated there and pastor does a care 
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home ministry and his wife has a Japanese ministry so this new social ministry and the board approved 

to apply for the permit which Ron can explain how rare this opportunity is to establish a community radio 

here for this community so that’s what we’re mainly here to talk about here today and Ron can explain 
about the process of the application and the granting of the permit towards the license by the FCC.  

George can explain and answer any technical details about the radio station and we’re very fortunate to 
have Felicia here to back us with her experience over at the KKCF and the thing I’d like for you to take 

note of there in the budget is, I’m not personally asking for any money.  I will be donating my electrical 
services as I always do for the church for the wiring of the radio station and then my other involvement 

is I’m hoping to do a couple of shows.  One to highlight martial arts and combat sports like a one hour 

call in show and during the high school season, focus on the Waimea High School wrestling and then 
also other of the martial arts program that go way back and have a long history here in Kekaha, that 

Kajekempo group that practice right here in this room and anyway, I wanted to do a show like one hour 
a week for the community on that and another one I’m hoping to do if any of you have an opportunity to 

listen to board stories it’s on KKCR, it’s a show about surfing and it’s a great show.  I love to listen to it.  

They talk about the history of surfing, the Hawaiian islands and people calling in and they usually have a 
guest and I’d like to do Kekaha surf stories because we got a great history about surfing and right here 

in this neighborhood which was brought up by our wonderful previous presenters and I do have Randy’s 
father’s book, Hawaiian place names, Kauai place names but I had to cheat and ask him. Actually, a little 

out of the town, but right in front of the dump, which is why we’re actually here is Kopoli point.  These 
are the three surf spots of Kekaha and they have an incredible history and there’s great people here who 

can talk about the history of Kekaha surfing.  Of course, Uncle Liko, and then Bruce and the Kleins, and 

some of them now their sons are actually pursuing a career in professional surfing so there’s a lot of talk 
that we can do about that about surf stories.  That kind of sums up why I am here I was asked by Pastor 

to on behalf of the Waimea Baptist church to explain why I voted to apply for this license for this 
community radio station and my involvement in the church and the ministry with wrestling and also 

explain and answer any questions you may have.  Thank you very much and thank you everyone for 

listening to my long discussion 

Ron Olen Pastor, why don’t you tell the board about yourself.  I think you’ve been here for like 30 years and a 

pillar in the community. 

Pastor James Just want to share a little bit about my love for Kekaha and for Waimea has been fantastic over these 
years.  I’ve worked with the communities in many ways in helping substance abuse problems throughout 

the community recently.  Working with people here in Kekaha who are a part of our Waimea Baptist 
ministry.  That will also be a part of our radio station is to try to help those who are trying to get free 

from drugs and alcohol abuse so we want to key in on that and help the communities both Waimea and 

Kekaha.  I have a gentlemen who is living in my car port.  I tried to get help for him, the police refused, 
crisis intervention refused to give me any help. Zero. We need to get a radio station to try to get word 

out on how we can help our communities. We started with hurricane iniki in 1992.  I was here, I 
experienced it along with every one of you. We fed over 5000 people on the grounds of Waimea Baptist 

Church per Kekaha and Waimea.  Our love for the community and reaching out to both of our 

communities because we’re so close together, we have so much in common and I would just like to 
encourage you to consider funding us as we try to sift our communities to grow and get better in the 

future.  Feel free to ask me any questions that you wish to at any time. 

George Talbot I’m George Talbot and I was first licensed by the FCC back in 1976.  I’ve done technical work on this.  
The paperwork with my technical input, we’ve got the license, we have a low power community radio 

station license and one of the main things that we’re going to be doing is, Waimea High School where all 
of the high school students from Kekaha attend are able to enroll in broadcast arts class there and we 

want to be able to bring them into the radio station there into a studio where they can actually practice 

live and on the air and learn broadcast skills there and there will be other outreaches too. There’s going 
to be some other documentation there.  Coach Mac mentioned board stories. One of the things that we 

want to do is document some of the stories from the Kupuna.  Just recently, I was at the neighbor’s 
house and she was telling me about what life was like here in the early 20’s when she got married and 

we want to document those stories from the elders in the community. 

Ron Olen There is like 5 or 6 different ways that we can positively affect the community and I’d like to touch on 
one that George mentioned, this is one that I’m very involved in, is, according to the last census, Kekaha 

had over 150 people over 80 years old.  Now those folks were alive before World War2.  If we can get 

their oral histories before they pass on, it’ll be a rich cultural heritage that we can preserve for 
generations to come.  What was life like before World War 2? How did World War 2 affect life?  What 
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was life like during the plantation days?  Another thing that George mentioned was the internship 

program with Waimea High School.  This is maybe the key part of the program that I would think would 

interest this board the most.  I gave you information about Joyce Evans who is a business and media 
teacher at Waimea High School for 20 years.  She’s won national awards for the video work that the 

students do. She has over 50 students a year go through her media program and over 20 of those 
students are from Kekaha.  Now one question you may have is why do you have the broadcast studio in 

Waimea Baptist church if you’re coming to us for funds?  Well, there are two key reasons.  There’s no 
rent cost.  Pastor James is providing us two studio rooms plus one office space at no cost.  One of the 

key things we want to do is have this program last for years.  This is a long term program and the other 

thing is it’s close to the high school.  You have to make it easy for the kids to come to the studio.  It’s a 
short 4 or 5 minute walk.  If they had to drive 10 – 15 minutes or somehow get over to like the 

neighborhood center to do the broadcast, well, you’ll probably have an attrition rate. So to make it easier 
for those kids to get into there and like we mentioned it in the grant proposal, we plan to have teen 

radio for 3 hours a day, Monday through Friday from 1 to 4 pm and this will be totally ran under 

supervision by the Waimea High School Students.  So they’ll be in an actual broadcast room , 
broadcasting over the air, they’ll be learning how to be DJ’s, how to be Engineers.  This could give them 

an idea that maybe this is something I want to pursue in life or a career opportunity.  As they go to 
college, immediately get into a college radio station because they’ve had this experience and make life a 

lot easier as they move along.  So the internship program opening up possible jobs for Kekaha students I 
think is one of the key things.  Now another key thing that we have that I didn’t mention in the grant is 

that we’re going to have two studios there.  One is a broadcast studio and the other is a recording 

studio.  Now this is required in order to get the corporation in public broadcasting and grants as I 
mentioned in the proposal they give about $100,000.00 a year to KKCR because they deal with 

community programs and they have the extra recording studio.  We can make that recording studio 
available to anyone in Kekaha especially the kids at no cost.  Now how many kids are musicians and 

want to be musicians and want to be engineers, they’ve written songs and they want to get into a 

recording studio and they don’t have $500 - $600 to rent a recording space or they just get in there for 
one day and they’re out.  These kids could get their music recorded.  They could put bands together at 

no cost to the kids. I got a few more things that I want to cover here but I’d like Felicia here introduce 
herself and say a few words. 

Felicia Cowden Ok cause I’d like to speak to the impacts and if I could be so bold as to drag the guys in from the last 

group.  Um, my name is Felicia Cowden and I am so glad I came because I’m really happy to hear what 
the last presentation was and the impact of having a community radio is because it puts a highlighter 

and an exclamation point on everything in your community so like the beautiful story that was told by 

the last presenter, my heart was simply moved and it’s such an important part of our group conversation 
so when we give life and continuance to the wisdom of our ancestors here, it shifts the community 

dialogue to where it starts to normalize all these elements of it and instead of it being a piece of history 
it’s a piece of the present and it’s empowering of all ethnic groups and it certainly empowers the groups 

who can truly lay a bloodline claim to it but it shifts how we manage our land.  It shifts everything.  It’s a 

lot more than just a story and so what it is is in Waimea because what I’m hearing is that we need this 
right in the neighborhood, the lair of Kekaha but this role my understanding is it will project over here so 

the beautiful things that I’m hearing about with the schooling and all of that well it needs everybody’s 
schooling and I did not catch the name of the man who I can’t get a attention of, what’s his name?  

Keao NeSmith?  How much did I appreciate hearing his pronunciation of these words, hearing the words 
pronounced I’m assuming correctly, I was so moved to hear it and that needs to become the norm you 

know we’re talking about benefiting the kids, but everybody’s a kid really, we’re all growing up and so as 

we bring these things in and I’m looking at another couple here that I know that I was supportive of 
what they wanted to do some bio-remediation, those efforts, all of that stuff has life to it so everything 

that you might give money to, when you have a community radio station, you amplify it.  You create so 
much more of what’s going on and as I was listening to these guys over here and right now because I’m 

running for office, I’m off the air.  But I was like, I would yank them and I would pull them up to KKCR 

and somebody better yank them up to KKCR and tell that important story and there’s a thirst for those 
words and a thirst for that knowledge and as we bring those things out to everybody, the whole island 

grows and KKCR can handshake in with what is happening over here. We can work on how to make this 
a satellite site occasionally cause when you have the shows especially then you can take the call ins like I 

am running for office because of the west side asking me to do this and dragging the west side up to 
Princeville is difficult.  It needs to be regular and we have the Olelo o’ Niihau that happens but it’s limited 

and we haven’t been able to get that location to be able to do other shows so when there is, this voice 
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can be island wide and we’re even over on Oahu and the stories on this side is so important and wanted 

so you have that handshaking.  We’re really happy to help you guys figure out how to get your logistics 

going, how to keep more of it happening and I really can’t understate the power.  This weekend I did the 
hapa trail and I saw the “Inaudible” and it’s heartbreaking on how it got covered over and it was 

heartbreaking actually.  It’s really good that some of the things are getting opened up but even if you 
want to talk about like um the malahine or the visitor industry. When you have an authentic story, that 

resonates in a way that just turning something into a Disneyland to entertain people doesn’t and so we 
have a real history being shown and a real presence.  It’s gonna help all the economy and Kekaha has 

been kinda dumped on and I’m using that literally right? Literally you guys have been the opala and the 

dump site of the island and we need to change that and hearing the voice of what’s going on with the 
rubbish. I took my students there to look at the landfill, we went from 2 cans of garbage a week to half a 

can and now I’m down to a quarter can.  Just knowledge changes things so I feel so moved to just tell 
you guys it is more and I’m not putting down, that it’s like vocational training or different opportunities 

but it gives this community life and people humbug KKCR for being a north shore station well you know 

what, we are a north shore station, you know why?  Because after the hurricane, we didn’t have any 
radio, any support for nine months so we got KKCR so if we have an emergency, we can have a station.  

That’s why we’re not in Lihue.  We get Federally funding to keep us up there to keep the north shore 
safe, but we care about the entire island.  But this station can be the same beacon of light for the west 

side because north shore and west side, neither one really has a political voice and this will give you a 
powerful political voice.  You will shift.  You will no longer be the garbage dump.  You will no longer be 

the place and I’m appreciate of the dump, of the landfill, I appreciate it, but you will be significant and 

you will be a voice of power and this is so much larger than worthwhile or any of the smaller stories that 
the collective voice and the station will grow and you will learn to express what is Kekaha and thank you 

for listening to me and I salute Kekaha and Waimea and all the courage that has come out of this side of 
the island in the last few years and I honor you. 

Ron Olen Thank you Felicia.  I like that, a beacon of light for our area here.  That’s what it’s all about getting 

access to the media.  If you live in Kekaha and you have something to say, I think every human being 
has something to say, and I learned in film school that 5% of the population by nature are storytellers. 

There’s 3800 residents in Kekaha, that means there’s almost 200 people here are natural storytellers.  

Now do they have access to the commercial radio stations?  They may get a call in once in a while, they 
have no access to the media.  The media is consolidated and their not paying attention to the west side.  

The whole idea of a commercial radio station is to make money and that’s all they care about.  They 
don’t care about local issues.  One of the sheets I gave you was incorporated by the public broadcast 

and they in the last paragraph, they said what I just said a hundred times better.  Now in the statement 

of the problem that we have in the grant.  We’ve highlighted some problems that exist here.  Kekaha 
and Waimea have the highest rate of pregnancy on the island.  Kauai has the highest rate of teen 

pregnancy of all the islands.  Now clearly, if you want to have a baby, and you choose to do it, you know 
you have a right to, but if you do it, have a baby cause you didn’t know or you didn’t have the education 

or the tools then you know, that’s something that can be dealt with.  Mental health and substance abuse 

disorders, I don’t think I need to tell you that there’s drug problems around here.  That’s why our key 
partnership, we have two key partnerships, one is Waimea High School for the intern program, the other 

is Child and Family Services.  You have the memorandum of understanding in the packet.  We have three 
people  from Nana’s House who we’re gonna let them talk right now and tell you how Nana’s house 

helps the folks on the west side and a lot of families in Kekaha.  Now the whole idea is we’re gonna give 
them all kinds of room on the radio station for programs that they have.  I look through their roster, they 

have 10 or 12 people with Master’s Degree in Social work.  It was stunning the amount of professional 

help that they have for these programs.  These three ladies are on the front line, they’re in Nana’s House 
and would you all come up now and say a few words? 

Nana’s House 

Representatives 

Aloha.  I am Momi Machado and I’m with Nana’s House.  Nana’s house helps the community in many 

ways.  What we need is communication through radio station and that will help us to get the word out 
about what we do.  A lot of people don’t even know that we exist even though they may live right down 

the road.  We serve over 150 famlies in Kekaha in many of our services.  We have a food pantry, we 
have a clothing closet, we do information and referral.  We have parenting classes, case management 

and also counseling.  Let me introduce you to Sandy Wilson.   

Sandy Wilson Aloha I’m Sandy Wilson.  I’m here today in support of a community radio.  Although it is based in 

Waimea, it will also serve Kekaha.  I’ve been working for Child and Family Services for 3 years now and 
I’ve see too a lot of residents from Kekaha utilize Nana’s House.  It’s good to have information flowing on 

a daily basis of updates coming from Child and Family Services or Nana’s House.  We could utilize like 
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back to school programs, case management, counseling, parenting, teenage pregnancy as well as 

substance abuse.  The list could go on and on.  We provided all of you with a packet that touches on 

some of these things and what we do.  I’ll also pass you over to Jennifer. 

Jennifer Hi.  My name is Jennifer and I am the snap outreach representative here.  What I do here for the 

community as well as to help the family is I actually assist them to get food stamps for the family and 

what we do is I assist them in filling out the forms that they do have to bring to the DHS office in Lihue, 
so it makes it easier for them so they don’t have to be driving back and forth just to get all their 

documents together I’ve seen that so many times. So we actually prepare them and all the documents 
needed so they just come for one trip instead of driving back and forth and I feel that this program will 

be very helpful in getting the word out that we do also assist the DHS office as well as getting the 

families here and the community. Thank you. 

Sandy Wilson I was just reminded also about the matrix as well.  It talks about how to make your dreams come true as 

far as the beginning of social media networking with departments that are available to us through Child 

and Family Services.  It gets us in touch with um, from the beginning with what program your associated 
with benefit from and to the very end to making your dreams come true as far as being substance free, 

being in a home instead of being homeless, having a good job.  That all touches upon getting our 
message out there as far as Child and Family Services. 

Momi Any Questions? 

Bruce Pleas Is the presentation complete at this point?  I don’t know if Ron and them were coming back up. 

Ron Olen In the budget, there were basically two changes.  One was to reduce the cost of the antenna.  We met 
with the County planners and the easiest way to get the permit through with no hassles was to put the 

antenna in the speed boat.  So the cost of the antenna, we’re not going to put a pole in the yard.  That’s 

for phase 3.  So that put the antenna inside the steeple, they’ll be no visual impact to the community and 
it is a historical building so we probably would have a problem putting the big antenna on the roof.  The 

other change is we’ve come to realize how important social media is to the teenagers.  They listen to 
music and the last sheet I gave you talks about integrating the digital teens with the non-commercial 

radio so we have plans as you will see in the budget there for Hawaii stream for $50 a month, the radio 
will be where they’ll be able to listen on their ipads or iphones but we had to pump up the website 

design to $2,000 instead of $1,000 and we’re appropriating $100 a month for any professional help.  

Now part of the situation is when we deal with the school, we’re not just looking for DJ’s but we get into 
the schools and we go to the English department and we find people who want to be journalist, who 

want to go out and do like NPR and they do a story and talk about it on the radio.  The people that do 
have a show, we expect people to also volunteer in addition to doing a show and these kids know how to 

do websites, so they could help in running our website and our facebook page and twitter and when they 

do their shows, they can integrate it with all of those.  We want to tie in from the beginning, social 
media with the radio station.  A couple other things I wanted to point out.  We made a lot of contacts 

that are very interested in the radio station and I’m gonna tell you about one of them just to give you an 
example.  Is, I was talking with the Niihau School, the Kanaka School and Heddy Sullivan is the 

administrator and there’s two Niihau schools in Kekaha.  Originally I went to the one that’s across the 

Kekaha Elementary school and they have a state of the art recording studio there for the use for their 
students so they really didn’t have any interest so I asked Heddy Sullivan if her kids had access to that 

studio and she said no so I told her how our internship program worked and she said that the kids would 
love to get into that and learn how to do things like that.  That’s one of the impacts that we can have in 

that school.  Another thing I want to mention is how hard it is to get this FCC License.  There was a 
bidding process.  You had to put in a grant application in November of last year to get a license.  That 

opportunity may not come again.  There are a whole lot of powerful people in the media that don’t want 

small radio stations out there.  They don’t want the competition. That could be, I’m not saying it is but it 
could be the one-time opportunity to get a FCC License for this area and it’s a long term project.  We got 

the two year budget and you’ll see during year 3, the cost goes way down to $25,000 a year which 
should be once we get the programs going and the fundraising going, the musicians, John Cruz played at 

Waimea Baptist Church and he said he’d be more than happy to do a concert a fundraising concert.  But 

the original license goes for 8 years from February 2014.  So we got a 8 year license.  It’s easily 
renewable as long as you file the reports and you address the community in positive ways like in the 

program where it shows how interested we are in cultural preservation.  We’ll have shows in the Ilocano 
language, Japanese language, Hawaiian language so the license is easily renewable.  We’re talking about 
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an asset in this area that’ll last for generation.  I mentioned the 3 step process.  The first step is we build 

the station.  We outfit the broadcast studio, the recording studio, we sound proof them, we get the 

equipment, we get the antenna system.  Step 2 is once we’re up and running, we develop the 
programmers and the program.  We develop DJ’s, Producers, get those interns in there, musicians.  I’ve 

talked to three people that want to do music radio shows, one of them is here tonight and he wants to 
come up in a minute.  We have to develop our relationship with Child and Family Services, with the 

internship program with the high school and with KVMH.  We can have health shows directly related to 
this community.  The third step once we immediately started raising capital to put up that 100 foot 

tower. Right now we are thinking of putting it up Pastor Ollaf’s parsonage which is just above the police 

station in Waimea.  That 100 foot tower will give us that full broadcast reach we want.  I think that 
covers most of the points.  Guys want to come forward? 

Elwood Machado Aloha, my name is Elwood Machado.  I’ve been teaching Hawaiian studies at Kalaheo School for the past 

14 years.  I work with Pastor Merritt many times in a whole bunch of projects with kids.  I feel that this is 
a beautiful thing to have especially as emergency things as we really needs this on our side.  After Iniki, 

where was everybody?  They wasn’t here.  Where was the ice truck?  They wasn’t here.  They were all 
flying to the other side of the island.  We have to get the word out and if we can help anyone with the 

station as far as emergencies like the schools to let everyone know what’s going on.  That’s the most 

important thing.  Yea the radio station is really good to get the word out.  As far as recordings and all of 
that, please write it down. He said free.  Where do you get a free recording?  Right now I’m recording 

and I spent over 1200 dollars and he said free.  Write it down and make sure he sticks to his word but 
we gotta do that.  I don’t want to take much of your time.  Pastor Merritt is a very important man in both 

of our communities, Kekaha and Waimea. We’re all here and we all help each other.  So, get the word 

out, the station would do it and I think everybody is going to benefit from it.  Aloha. 

Ron Olen The last thing I wanted to mention is there are seven Board of Directors for Waimea Baptist Church.  

Four of them are residents of Kekaha.  The other thing he touched on regarding emergencies,  one of 

the things we plan on doing in the future is getting generators, shortwave system.  George is a licensed 
shortwave man.  Next time there is an emergency we will get the radio station back up running.  We’re 

walking distance to the fire department and the police station.  This could be a beacon of real time 
information for these areas after that next emergency.  Thank you very much for your time. 

Bruce Pleas First I’d like to open it up to the public.  I think most of the public have spoken so far.  Anyone else?  Ok. 

Go ahead. 

Public Testimony 
Pastor Scott 

Taylor 

My name is Pastor Scott Taylor and I’m with the Waimea Rivermouth Church.  The ministry primary 
focus is with the homeless.  Our church demographics are from both Kekaha and Waimea areas. Right 

now we offer a twice monthly soup kitchen where we now service 100 people every 2nd and 4th 
Saturdays.  We’re looking in September, having it 4 times a month and what this station could do 

because most of the information about the ministry and what it can do and offer the people as listed at 

Nana’s House so I partner with Pastor James at the Baptist Church to have the outreach to those on the 
street.  You probably mostly see most of my congregation up and down the streets of Waimea but what 

a lot of people don’t understand is that pretty much about 90% of these folks have access to the airways 
or computers to the internet and this radio station would have a community calendar of letting those 

folks know that this soup kitchen is available to them and 50 is each setting and we hope to expand a 
little more.  It’s a self-supporting ministry.  With the community calendar and information sent out over 

the airways that could reach more people besides the word of mouth.  Word of mouth works because I 

have people that come in from the valley who take the bus in from Kekaha because the soup kitchen is 
located at the UCC education center, the old Boys & Girls clubhouse, the green building across of the 

high school so we are the bus stop.  The bus drops them off every Saturday so there’s an opportunity 
also with the radio station to highlight the homeless and houseless situation in both communities along 

with the additional variables such as drug addiction, alcohol abuse and also mental illness that’s involved 

with this and by having an opportunity to have a fifteen minute program to highlight these, the word 
would get out into the community where more resources, and the ministry and the soup kitchen would 

become more visible and more people would be able to be serviced to those who are in need and I think 
with the small distance, three miles with the low voltage but the antenna is multi-directional and its 

pointing in your direction so tonight we’re pointing in your direction to approve the funding.  Thank you  

Ron Olen. And he is quite the cook and you don’t have to be homeless to enjoy the food.  He’s a fabulous cook.  
Smitty, I think you wanted to say something. 

Public Testimony 

Smitty? 

Well I was playing my “Inaudible” at the Hanapepe art night and you came over and told me about this 

thing. I’m always the last to know.  So exciting.  I was honored to have a chance here tonight to come 
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and talk.  What I didn’t foresee is that I cracked my head wide open on the plumeria branch and the 

medication made me sick and people were probably thinking who is this guy?  But I’m doing the best I 

can.  I didn’t want to miss the opportunity to come in here to say, I think it’s a great idea and say a 
couple reasons why.  KKCR has been a great friend through the years to anybody who had a band and 

wanted to play and a lot of times, having a band playing on the island is about giving back to the island.  
It’s not even really an economic position.  It’s mostly you know, St. Theresa calls, sure we’re gonna go 

over there and play, a, 4th of July right on down the line and KKCR has been a wonderful friend.  From 
where I live up to the station and KKCR is 111 mile trip.  I bought the truck brand new, in, I’ve lived here 

25 years, bought the truck brand new in 91 and now he’s 23 years old and 111 miles is worrisome and 

moreover, several years ago, maybe a little more than that, they set up all these satellite stations up 
two, one in Kekaha and one over there in Hanapepe and for whatever reason, I just know if I were to go 

down to either one of these satellite stations, I’d be told, this isn’t for your use.  It made problematic 
than with the folks from KKCR called and say, Smitty you don’t come up here and play like you use to.  

You know, I can’t justify coming up there 111 miles when the studio is right down there from my house 

but for whatever reasons there are, this could be a solution for that because I’d like to get back into the 
game and the game is giving something back to the island.  There are about a million other things to 

say, I got some great ideas, some programming of what I think would represent the cutting edge for 
instance the classic country but that truly was the important part that I wanted to say.  “Inaudible”  I 

wanted to give here.  With this starting like this, I got all this energy and I would like to donate it to you.  
If we are going to get back in participating with the community, I’m for that.  Thank you. 

Felicia Cowden Just one more thought from me from KKCR experience.  About a third of our money comes from 

corporation of public broadcasting because of the advantage relative to the emergency thing but a third 

of our funding comes from people donating from the fund drives and a third of our money comes from 
underwriters that are just regular businesses that support it so I think that you guys could easily create a 

certain element like that and we have KKCR 15 years in have listeners from all over the world on line and 
they also donate and I’m sure you have a few rock stars around here too and they throw money at us 

too so you know there’s things that will help to keep it going and the longer it’s in process the stronger 
it’s gonna be.  It grows and develops just like a little plant growing.  So, yeah, I’m glad you guys are 

thinking about it and back to him. 

Ron Olen Thank you Felicia 

Bruce Pleas Tony 

Tony Ricci Ok.  I have a few questions.  The radio station itself is gonna be under the church 501c3, their by-laws, 

their board?  Is there a board, is there a plan for the radio to have its’ own board to be a separate entity 

or will it always be running under the church? What are the by-laws? 

Ron Olen The church would have the final say on everything but what we’re planning on doing is having a steering 
committee.  We’re gonna start with six people just so that we can get things done and then we’re gonna 

expand it to twelve people and we’d like half of those folks to be residents of Kekaha and we’d certainly 
like someone from the CAC to also sit on this steering committee.  There will be sub-committees under 

that.  Program committee, Fundraising committee, the internship and the volunteers and the steering 

committee would oversee all of that but the steering committee would report to the board of directors 
from the church. 

Tony Ricci Now the antenna, the new location into the steeple is what the planning department is giving you a 

verbal ok in putting it there.  So what does that do to your budget? 

Ron Olen If we go off site and put a 100 foot pole off site, the cost of the pole is outrageous.  Looking at like 

$50,000. 

Tony Ricci Right. So you have the verbal ok from the planning but you don’t know for sure because I know what 
that’s like.  Ok.  So if it doesn’t go through with the planning and it goes into the steeple, you’re back to 

square one because you’d have to figure out how to get it off site, where to go or whatever right?  Ok 

Ron Olen Right.  So I would recommend that you release $300 for the planning permit and everything else 
contingent on that. 

Tony Ricci Um. I would advise that you just do it so that you know that it’s even viable to tell you the truth.  So the 
other thing with the 20 hours of per week.  Now is it kind of open to whatever programming?  So as 

things get, a 20 hours per week isn’t that much it’s kind of like your kids doing your 3 days for 5 is 15 

right there right? 
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Ron Olen Well not all of those are from Kekaha.  Let’s say there’s 5 kids from Kekaha well that’s 5 hours and then 

Mac does a surf show and that’s a couple hours. 

Tony Ricci Ok, so as you grow, they’d be more shows then of course that recorded music etc., etc. 

Ron Olen It’s not limited to 20 hours.  We are just saying we guarantee 20 hours. 

Tony Ricci And then now, a good thing that he brought up when he was just up here, the recording studio at no 

cost, this is part of my own thoughts,  how can you allocate the time if it’s going to be volunteers to help 
basically like George and people as you train engineers and you… 

George Talbot There will be a scheduling system set up where people can say we need to block out two hours to do 

some recording.  We’ll set that time aside and make sure there’s an engineer there to record and then 
we’ll send them home with a CD or a thumb drive of their recorded work. 

Tony Ricci See that’s where my first question with the by-laws.  I’m a by-law kinda guy.  Is there something that 

gets set.  See what happens when there’s this single branch and you guys are in it and you guys are the 
heart of this whole thing.  How does things keep moving in the direction that your mind-set is?  You 

know what I mean?  That’s what I meant about by-laws and there’s a back-up. 

George Talbot That’s a very good question. There is some redundancy built in there already.  Joey who is a technician 

at the Waimea Theater is going to be on board doing training. 

Tony Ricci So as things progress overtime, there can be some cross training?   

Ron Olen Once we get, well for someone to go in there to do the recording, we’re going to have them go through 

a training program how to use the equipment and then hey you’re gonna do 2 to 3 hours or recording, 

we want you to volunteer 2 to 3 hours.  If you’re a web guy, help with the web, it you’re in engineering, 
then train someone else. 

Tony Ricci So three miles.  Coming from the back of the church, where are we? 

Ron Olen Right about here. 

Tony Ricci It’s getting to here.  It’s it getting past here?  The signal. 

George Talbot With the antenna we would get in phase 3 it covers through the back side of Kekaha gardens. 

Tony Ricci Ok.  Where it’s actually hearable and not staticy? 

George Talbot Yes.  The simulations that I’ve ran cover there and listening on car radio is going to be better than that.  

More coverage than what the simulation is 

Tony Ricci That was it.  That’s all I had, my thoughts. 

Bruce Pleas I’d like to follow up on that.  Phase 3, the antenna, is in the steeple? 

Ron Olen No 

Bruce Pleas You have verbal from planning.  Please bring something written from planning.  Also Kaua’i Historical, 

you need to go through them before you do anything to that building.  You need to have something 

written from them.  I’d like at least something written on them.  I cannot act on anything verbal from 
them, the County.  Now back to your, you dropped $5000 on the expense from the antenna but I have 

some questions.  Usually with a flat at 60 to 70 feet, from what I looked at, antenna,15 mile radius with 
100 watts, that was just kind of a rule of thumb that I found.  Now, you’re talking a phase 3 antenna 

with a 3 mile, now I’m also wondering to what’s going to happen if you put an antenna inside the 
steeple.  How’s that going to affect everything? 

Ron Olen Where’s this 3 mile figure coming from? 
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Bruce Pleas I don’t know. 

Tony Ricci I just heard it from Pastor. 

Pastor Oh, that’s the physical distance. 

Tony Ricci Ok.  How far is the radio signal Traveling?  I think that’s what we’re looking at.  I came up with 3 miles, 

that’s what I heard. 

Ron Olen There’s 3 ½ miles mentioned in that thing, but what I said was originally, if we can’t get a permit we can 

put an antenna structure anywhere within 3 ½ miles of the Baptist Church.  Technically, we could put 

one here. 

Tony Ricci So the antenna in the steeple will project to the gardens. 

Ron Olen That’s phase three when we get that 100 foot tower. 

Tony Ricci Ok and when was that coming?  The plan? 

Ron Olen In about 3 years.   

Bruce Pleas So what would be the range at inception?  When you start the radio station with what you are planning 

to build, how far will that signal carry? 

Ron Olen Well George can give an answer about that but that’s why we’re going with the internet and the 
streaming and all that.  George, how far do you think it’ll go. 

Bruce Pleas Ok. When you come back we can get that information.  Also, please speak into the mic so we can pick 

up your answers.  Ok.  Another question that I have is, is there any other funding for this project? 

Ron Olen Well we have a $3,000gift through the church. 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So you’re looking at most of the money coming from the CAC?  You’re looking at 12% of the 

broadcast by Kekaha residents.  After 3 years you have a projected operating expense of $25,500 with a 

projected income of $57,600.  You have a $32,000 in the green.  Who is that projected to go to? 

Ron Olen Well that would be going to shows, for um 

Bruce Pleas Ok.  So you’re looking at Kekaha providing most of the monetary background for this radio station and 
yet on paper, we’re only getting 12% and we’re not getting anything back in lieu of replenishing the 

funds that will be used to fund this project.  My idea on these funds is to at least get a dollar return on 

the dollar we put out.  Which is where I have been going most of the time so I need to see some 
solidification here that there is besides just airwaves and feel good stuff going around, my fiscal 

responsibility is to the community to make sure that these funds that we spend are directly impacting 
this community.  So if you can come up with drug prevention monies or how this would save this 

community money, that’s some of the stuff that I’m looking for.  It’s all nice that we’re going to be doing 
it and it’s going to be open to everybody and they’ll know abou the places to go but we need to show 

some solid impact for this community. 

Ron Olen So if some money went to Nana’s house to do something here in Kekaha, something like that? 

Bruce Pleas Just anything that shows the trail of where it is going and how it’s done in a solid sense is what I am 

looking for.  Because we have limited funds, very limited and our funds do not replenish at $400,000-
$500,000 a year.  We’re looking at only about $100,000 + a year so we have limited funds.  So what I’m 

looking for is verification of what this radio station will do in direct relationship to this community and it 

doesn’t have to be answered today and also, we need written documentation from the County as to 
what’s going on.  And that’s basically it and also what Tony mentioned.  I too have concerns about who 

is governing this operation or at least a draft of what will be happening along the line with the 
commitment of how many members are from Kekaha, what their roles are and also a real definitive 

explanation as to who has final control over a project that is looking to cost the community of Kekaha 
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over $80,000.  These are just some of the concerns I have and some of the things I’d like to see when 

you come back thank you..  Any other questions?  Ok.  We are now on Final Roll Call 

V.  Final Roll Call Evelyn Olores.  Five present.  I move to adjourn this meeting.  Tony 
seconded. 

Motion to adjourn moved by 
Evelyn, seconded by Tony. All 

in favor. No further discussion 
Motion passed unanimously.  

Yvonne Hosaka Next CAC Meeting scheduled for Monday, 07/28/14 at 7:00 pm.  Can you all please confirm with me 

tonight if you are able to attend?  Ok.  We’ll have a quorum. 

Bruce Pleas Ok and also since we’ll be starting at 7, let’s try to limit the presentations to 30 minutes each 
presentation, 30 minutes, questions, discussions. 

8:10 pm Meeting Adjourned. 


